July 22, 2008
To the membership of the LDMDL
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Executive of the 2007-2008 for an
excellent job. This correspondence with you is to inform you about some of the ideas
your new Executive feel are priorities for the upcoming season.
The first major issue is “Recruitment”, we have developed a flyer to post anywhere for
anyone interested in playing the game of darts. We are posting these in any venue we
have played out of or could possibly play out of. We are posting them also on any bulletin
board that someone may possibly look at. We would like to take this opportunity to ask
for your assistance. We will be posting this flyer on the web so it can be printed off and
maybe you the members could assist us by posting it at your place of work or business.
We are trying to get our membership back to where it once was (1st in North America).
We are looking at ways to more members out to the tournament nights, as there were a
couple tournaments where there were only about ten (10) teams present and this is
becoming a real problem. We understand we have a lot of members who live out of town
and feel it isn’t worth travelling in to play possibly one round. We may try a few different
things to attempt to help in this matter so please be patient with us.
The other main issue is the AGM and how we can address the issues and the
amendments within a fashionable time frame and without losing our “Quorum”. We feel
that if you have taken time to make an amendment there is nothing more frustrating then
having it not looked at because we lose quorum. We are looking at running a “Special
Meeting” on August 21st during what was previously known as Captain Co-Captain Night
which could be possibly combined with the Memorial night.
We are here to represent you the membership as best as possible, we’ve heard a lot of
positive feedback regarding this year’s banquet and if you have any suggestions feel free
to share them with this year Executive. We will be creating a “Recruiting Committee”
and any member interested please contact the dart line or myself for the future of our
League.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your time and assistance with
these matters and anything else that may come up in this year to come.

President John McDowell
and the
2008-2009 Executive

